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1           From:  Andrew Mulhern 
Subject: Sofa (Of My Lethergy)  by  Supergrass

                           Sofa (of my lethergy)

                                        By
                                  Supergrass

INTRO:

Just play  D  for abit

VERSE1:

D
I wandered for a while I didn t have that
Em7
Far to go waiting for a letter only to discover that
     D
I m not the same
D
I know it to be true you re only gonna to
Em7
Go again standing at the harbour there is only water
         D
To be talking to

VERSE 2:

D
I sold it to the trees I didn t know which
Em7
Way to go underneath the harbour waiting for the sun
             D
To settle down
D



I own it to your dreams they always seem
Em7
To bring me round waiting at the harbour there is only water
         D
To be talking to

BRIDGE:

A                  G                      D
Hold on now, all I wanna do is see you,
Em                             A                                     D6
but everybody is in just sitting round staring at the ceiling
D6                                     C
          B
What you gonna find in your mixed up minds when you re dreaming?
Em                 A                   D
Could be we re not like you at all

[The next bit is just the same as the verse but without the words]

BRIDGE:

A                 G                       D
Hold on now, all I wanna do is see you,
     Em                         A                                    D6
but everybody is in just sitting round staring at the ceiling
D6                                    C                                      B
Funny what you find in your mixed up mind when you re dreaming
Em             A                    D
Maybe we re not like you at all

Thats all ther vocals it now runs on for 6 minutes or so :)

NOTE-  Em7 = 022033
             D6  =  x57777

Corrections, Comments  Welcome :)
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